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Transposable elements: Self-seekers of
the germline, team-players of the soma
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The germ track is the cellular path by which genes are
transmitted to future generations whereas somatic cells
die with their body and do not leave direct descendants.
Transposable elements (TEs) evolve to be silent in
somatic cells but active in the germ track. Thus, the
performance of most bodily functions by a sequestered
soma reduces organismal costs of TEs. Flexible forms of
gene regulation are permissible in the soma because of
the self-imposed silence of TEs, but strict licensing of
transcription and translation is maintained in the germ
track to control proliferation of TEs. Delayed zygotic
genome activation (ZGA) and maternally inherited germ
granules are adaptations that enhance germ-track
security. Mammalian embryos exhibit very early ZGA
associated with extensive mobilization of retroelements.
This window of vulnerability to retrotransposition in early
embryos is an indirect consequence of evolutionary
conflicts within the mammalian genome over postzygotic
maternal provisioning.
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Introduction
August Weismann distinguished an immortal hereditary
substance from the succession of mortal bodies in which
the substance temporarily resided [1]. His mature theory of
continuity of the germplasm was not based on early
segregation of germ cells from somatic cells [2]. Germplasm
(Keimplasma) resided in nuclei of a germ track (Keimbahn)
that was the cellular path by which germplasm was passed,
unchanged, from parents to progeny. Weismann recognised
that many organisms derived their germ cells from somatic
cells, and that these somatic cells therefore belonged on the
germ track and possessed intact germplasm, but he also
believed that some somatic cells did not inherit a complete set
of determinants, and therefore could not produce functional
germ cells. Such cell lineages were cul-de-sacs off the germ
thoroughfare [1].
Weismann’s arguments are frequently misunderstood
because his terms have acquired other meanings. His
Keimbahn consisted of cells not irrevocably committed to
somatic fates, but germline (an alternative translation of
Keimbahn) now commonly refers to cells committed to
production of gametes. Weismann’s Keimplasma was a
nuclear substance that contained ‘determinants’ for all
cells of the body, whereas ‘germ plasm’ now refers to
cytoplasmic materials that contain ‘determinants’ of germ
cells. Weismann, if he were alive today, would probably
recognise the nuclear genome as his germplasm and genes
as his determinants.
‘Germ track’ in this essay will refer to cells that have been
ancestors of gametes and can have gametes as descendants.
‘Soma’ will refer to cells not on the germ track and ‘body’ to
soma plus germ track. Retrospectively, the germ track consists
of all cells in which ancestral gene copies have resided as a
gene lineage is traced backward through time from a zygote.
Prospectively, the germ track consists of all cells derived from
a zygote that can produce descendent germ cells. Thus, the
planarian germ track includes adult stem cells (neoblasts) that
can differentiate as germ cells [3], and the mammalian germ
track includes totipotent and pluripotent progenitors of
primordial germ cells (PGCs) [4]. The germ track has two
segments that alternate each generation: a ‘germ-stem’ with
both somatic and gametic descendants, and a ‘germline’
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Somatic cells are sheltered from
intragenomic conflicts
Chromosomes are the home of sedentary sequences (SSs)
that are long-term residents at their current address,
and transposable elements (TEs) that are recent occupants,
arrived from elsewhere in the genome. SSs and TEs have a
shared interest in their body’s somatic survival and germline
reproduction, and have been co-residents of a long series of
past bodies. As such, they have been important parts of each
other’s environment, and have adapted to each other’s
presence but, despite their shared dependence on shared
bodies, SSs and TEs propagate by different paths. SSs and
TEs replicate when their chromosome replicates and, by this
means, transmit their copies to half of a body’s gametes. But

TEs also disperse copies to new addresses, gaining extra
representation amongst gametes (Fig. 2A).
A TE that inserts a copy at a new address in the germ track,
whilst continuing to occupy its old address, increases its
representation in the next generation provided that the
doubling of copy number within its cell lineage more than
compensates for any reduction in cellular or bodily fitness
caused by the insertion. Transposition is more likely to reduce
than increase the fitnesses of cell lineages in which an
insertion occurs, and of bodies that inherit the insertion. All
sequences suffer the negative effects of an insertion, but only
the inserted sequence gains an advantage. Thus, a TE can
spread through a sexual population despite reducing the
fitness of the bodies in which it temporarily resides [8].
More formally, a sequence’s fitness can be conceptualised
as the product of n (the number of successful gametes
produced by a body) and p (the sequence’s average number of
descendent copies per gamete). The fitness of a SS is
determined solely by variation in n, because p ¼ 21 is constant,
whereas the fitness of a TE is determined by a trade-off in
which transposition increases p but decreases n. Roughly
speaking, the lineage of a TE benefits from transposition
provided that its increment in p is greater than half the
proportional decrement in n [9]. By contrast, sedentary
lineages experience only the cost from decrements of n.
Natural selection can thus simultaneously favour SSs that
suppress transposition and TEs that evade these controls.
Transposition in somatic cells does not increase p, but
decreases n via deleterious somatic mutations. Once a cell is
committed to a somatic fate, all of its genetic residents, both
SSs and TEs, have a shared interest in maximizing n and
minimizing transposition, because all somatic sequences
benefit from bodily survival and germline reproduction, and
none gains a benefit, beyond the death of the body, from faster
replication than its fellows [10]. The germ track is a congested
freeway on which TEs change lanes and cut into the orderly
flow of the sedentary genome whilst evading the attention of
ubiquitous traffic police. But the quiet byways of the soma
can be lightly policed because there are no through roads.

Transposition in the germ track must
keep one step ahead of inactivating
mutations

Figure 1. The early divisions of Caenorhabditis elegans embryos
illustrate concepts used in this paper. The zygote (P0) gives rise to
all the cells of the body. Cells that have germ cells as descendants
belong to the germ track (represented in dull red). The germ track
has two segments: a germ-stem that contains cells that also have
somatic cells as descendants and a germline that produces germ
cells alone. Four asymmetric divisions occur in the germ-stem of
C. elegans. One of the daughter cells from each of these divisions
is the progenitor of somatic cells (AB, EMS, C, D) and the other
daughter cell remains on the germ track (P1, P2, P3, P4). P4 is the
first cell of the germline because both of its daughter cells (Z2, Z3)
are progenitors of germ cells alone.
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TEs have peculiar evolutionary properties. More-active TEs
leave more descendants at new addresses (because transposition increases p) but fewer descendants at old addresses
(because transposition reduces n). Therefore, adaptations
of a mobile lineage must be distinguished from adaptations of
the lineage’s members (where individual members are
defined by chromosomal address).
A mobile lineage jumps from site to site whilst leaving
resident copies at each step along the way. Each sedentary
copy suffers organismal costs associated with further
transposition, but the lineage benefits from colonization of
new sites. Natural selection at each site favours eviction
(elimination of chromosomes with the TE) or domestication
(loss of a TE’s ability to transpose). For a mobile lineage to
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committed to gametes alone (Fig. 1). This concept of the germ
track is synonymous with Weismann’s Keimbahn and with the
‘totipotent cycle’, ‘germline cycle’ and ‘primordial stem cell
hypothesis’ of recent authors [5–7].
The partition of the body into germ track and soma marks a
key distinction in evolutionary theory. Mutation, selection and
genetic drift in the germ track directly affect the genetic
constitution of future generations, but equivalent processes in
the soma do not. As a consequence, intragenomic conflicts are
focused on the germ track. Regulatory networks of the germ
track are expected to diverge rapidly between species because
of antagonistic coevolution between mobile genetic elements
and the rest of the genome. Somatic gene expression is
insulated from these conflicts, and evolves to maximise bodily
fitness. The soma functions as a locus of calm amid germinal
strife.
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Figure 2. Two ways for a gene to obtain more than its ‘fair’ share. The two alleles at a
parental locus are each transmitted to half of the eggs in a clutch (red and yellow dots).
(A) A transposable element (blue dot) inserts a copy of itself at a new locus and is
transmitted to more than half of the clutch. (B) If resources are transmitted to offspring
after meiosis, then the red allele can obtain extra resources at the expense of the yellow
allele. For simplicity, genes of paternal origin are not represented.

spread through the genome, its copies must transpose to new
sites faster than active copies are evicted or domesticated at
old sites. During such an expansion, most genomes will
possess multiple active TEs that are rare variants at every site
they occupy. Mutations that enhance transposition will
accumulate along lineages of constantly changing address,
whilst mutations that suppress transposition accumulate at
every address where a TE resides long-term [11].
Every germ-track insertion creates a new heritable
sequence, on a single chromosome in a single cell, subject
to the same evolutionary forces as the flanking sequences
within which it resides. If an insertion is to spread to most
bodies of a population, then it must either provide a selective
advantage to its chromosomal segment (perform a bodily
function) or be the lucky beneficiary of drift (random sampling
of nearly neutral variants) or draft (hitchhiking with a nearby
positively selected site) [12]. Despite the odds, substantial
proportions of many genomes are descended from formerly
mobile TEs. Some of these sequences may perform organismal
functions, but most are probably there by chance. The
marginal effect on organismal fitness of each slightly
deleterious (nearly neutral) insertion may be small – the
smaller the marginal effect the greater the chance of fixation –
but the cumulative costs of many fixed insertions may be
substantial.
If a TE is found at the same chromosomal address in many
individuals, then it is unlikely to be active and unlikely to have
strongly deleterious effects on bodily fitness. If, in addition, its
sequence is conserved over evolutionary time, then the
presumption should be that it performs an organismal
function. TEs that are common at a chromosomal address
have almost universally lost the ability to transpose. Active
1160
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TEs in inbred model organisms, such as
mice, are a possible exception, because rare
active elements may have been fixed by
chance during close inbreeding [13, 14].
A TE’s family tree contains a few
vagabonds of no fixed abode, and their
bourgeois relatives who have adopted
sedentary life styles whilst retaining superficial trappings of a bohemian past (Fig. 3).
Transposition is maintained and perfected
as an adaptation of the vagabonds, whilst
their settled kin degenerate or promote the
interests of the sedentary genome. Every
recent insert has a claim to membership on
both sides of this divide, as a recent migrant
who might move again and as a new
resident who might settle down. The key
evolutionary distinction is between sedentary and currently mobile sequences. Once a
sequence has lost the ability to transpose, it
is subject to the same desiderata as the rest
of the sedentary genome.

Maternal control of early
development restricts
embryonic transposition

Early embryogenesis often proceeds without
zygotic transcription, using stored maternal gene products [15]. Maternal control of embryonic cleavage has been
interpreted as an adaptation for rapid development to
minimise predation of immobile yolk-filled embryos [16–19].
In this view, oocytes transcribe RNAs and translate proteins in
the safety of the ovary, and store them for later use, rather
than have these time-consuming processes occur in the
vulnerable embryo. Selection for speedy development probably contributed to heavy reliance on maternal stockpiles, but
this hypothesis does not explain why zygotic transcription
should be repressed, nor why repression should be maintained in the germline after somatic genome activation [20].
Transposition requires transcription and translation. Tight
controls are therefore expected over which sequences are
transcribed and which proteins translated in the germ track,
but strict licensing can be relaxed in somatic cells.
Transposition in early embryos is particularly costly because
it is a source of both somatic and germline mutations. The
absence of transcription during early embryogenesis tightly
constrains transposition. For a TE to transpose before zygotic
genome activation (ZGA), transposases or reverse transcriptases must be loaded into maternal oocytes or enter eggs via
sperm. Stored maternal products will be marshalled against
sperm-borne TEs because neither maternal SSs nor TEs benefit
from transposition of paternal interlopers. In this contest,
maternal SSs and TEs have the strategic advantage of control
of the egg cytoplasm and the expected collaboration of
paternal SSs in suppressing paternal TEs.
Development of Caenorhabditis illustrates differential
timing of ZGA in soma and germ track. The germ track
Bioessays 38: 1158–1166, ß 2016 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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consists of P0 (the zygote), P1 (a daughter of P0), P2 (a
daughter of P1), P3 (a daughter of P2), P4 (a daughter of P3)
and the descendants of P4, whereas the soma descends from
the sisters of P1, P2 and P3 (Fig. 1). After each of the
asymmetric divisions, zygotic transcription is activated in
somatic cells but remains repressed in the germ track [21].
Caenorhabditis embryos can develop to a hundred cells using
maternal transcripts alone [22], despite early activation of the
somatic genome. Thus, the timing of ZGA and the transfer
of control from the maternal to embryonic genome are
evolutionarily separable.
Early embryonic divisions of Drosophila occur rapidly
within a syncytial cytoplasm. Nuclei migrate to the periphery
of the egg after the eighth division, at which stage a few nuclei
bud off as ‘pole cells’ that are the progenitors of the germline.
ZGA occurs prior to cellularization of somatic nuclei at the
thirteenth division [23, 24], but is delayed in pole cells [25, 26].
Xenopus embryos divide rapidly 12 times using stored
maternal products before the somatic genome is activated
at the ‘midblastula transition’ [27, 28]. Transcription is
repressed in the germ-stem until the germline separates from
endoderm in late gastrulas [29, 30]. ZGA in zebrafish occurs
after ten embryonic divisions in both somatic and germline
cells [31, 32].
Bioessays 38: 1158–1166, ß 2016 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.

Transcriptional quiescence in the germ track is usually
interpreted as a mechanism for suppressing somatic gene
programs [33–35]. But why should suppression of somatic
programs in germ cells be different in kind from suppression
of muscle programs in bone or neural programs in kidney? An
alternative hypothesis should be considered: transcription
and translation are tightly controlled in the germ track to
control the activity of TEs, a process in which somatic
differentiation is a fail-safe option when repressive mechanisms are themselves repressed. A division of labour between
a transcriptionally silent germ track (micronucleus) and a
transcriptionally active soma (macronucleus) has evolved
independently in ciliates [36]. The mammalian germ-stem is
transcriptionally active, and will be discussed in a subsequent
section.
All SSs have a common interest in suppressing transposition in the germ track, but each TE benefits from its own
transposition and suffers the costs of transposition by other
TEs. Thus, the sedentary genome can mount a coordinated
defense against ‘disunited’ TEs [37, 38]. Despite this strategic
advantage, SSs are not expected to prevent all transposition,
because the strength of selection to maintain defenses
weakens as threats become less frequent. Germ-track
defenses, like any other security system, are not expected
to be perfect, because vigilance diminishes once threats are
rare, creating vulnerabilities to be exploited by the next
generation of ‘hackers’. Moreover, the load of inherited
mutations caused by security lapses of some SSs are shared,
via sexual reproduction, with other SSs that maintain
germline security. For these reasons, the germ track is
predicted to be an arena of unresolved conflict between SSs
and TEs.

Specification of germ cells is
evolutionarily labile
Whenever the egg cytoplasm contains markers of the location
of future PGCs, natural selection favours maternal TEs whose
transposases (or reverse transcriptases and RNA genomes)
segregate with the markers, and maternal SSs that target
defensive countermeasures to the same locations. Oocytes of
Caenorhabditis, Drosophila, Xenopus and zebrafish contain
cytoplasmic granules that are inherited by PGCs. Other
animals lack ‘preformed’ determinants, and induce PGCs by
‘epigenetic’ interactions amongst embryonic cells [39]. Preformation has evolved several times from epigenesis [40–42].
Evolutionary lability of the mechanisms of germ-cell differentiation has puzzled embryologists [43, 44], but it makes sense
in the context of a long history of move and countermove by
TEs and SSs: preformation creates targets at which TEs can
aim; epigenesis risks widespread activation of TEs in early
embryos for the chance that a few insertions will be inherited
by PGCs.
Germ granules contain diverse RNAs and RNA-binding
proteins with important roles in transcriptional silencing and
control of TEs [45–47]. Germ granules or similar structures are
associated with nuclear pores [45, 48] and can be considered
gatekeepers of RNA exit from, and entry to, germline
nuclei [49, 50]. Germline security, including the exclusion
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Figure 3. Family tree of transposable elements. The outer circle
represents present-day descendants of an ancestral TE (indicated
by arrow). Active elements (red circles) mutate to inactive elements
(other colours, each representing a different chromosomal location).
Active elements replicate faster than inactive elements because of
their ability to transpose (changes of chromosomal location represented by thicker connecting lines) but have a survival disadvantage.
Active and inactive elements are replicated when their chromosome
replicates (replication at the same address represented by thinner
connecting lines). The current population contains three active
elements (indicated by asterisks) and many inactive elements.
Transposition selects for active elements whereas natural selection
at each chromosomal address favours inactive elements. A TE
lineage must continually change chromosomal location to remain
active.
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of infectious retroelements from the nucleus, may be the
primary function of germ granules [50]. We are now all
familiar with security checkpoints at which everyone who
attempts to enter a restricted area is searched, in an effort to
prevent prohibited entries of disguised malefactors.
Both SSs and TEs may have evolutionary incentives to
upset the status quo of germ cell specification. A TE could, for
example, increase its representation amongst gametes by
causing its cell to adopt a germinal, rather than somatic, fate
after transposition or to divide faster than other cells of the
germ track. Because TEs rarely transpose in somatic cells,
natural selection may sometimes have favoured SSs that
induced germ cells in new locations, creating detours of the
germ track through previously somatic cells. A body that
produced some or all of its PGCs at a ‘hidden site’, distant from
established markers of germ cell fate, would thereby produce
gametes with a lower load of deleterious mutations until TEs
adapted to the new location. Interesting questions for future
research are whether animals with different mechanisms of
germ cell specification have different rates of TE insertion,
whether they are vulnerable to different classes of TEs and
whether preformation versus epigenesis has implications for
genome size.

Transposable elements evolve to be
inactive in somatic cells
The expression of somatic TEs is subject to natural selection
for its effects on organismal fitness. Because somatic
transposition is usually detrimental for organismal fitness,
SSs and TEs are predicted to collaborate to suppress somatic
transposition. Conserved sequences of active TEs play a role
in the somatic inhibition of transposition, and are thus
candidate adaptations for the long-term persistence of
mobile lineages. For example, mRNAs of Drosophila P
elements retain an intron in somatic cells that prevents
translation of the transposase but that is spliced out in nuclei
of the germ track [51]; many retrotransposons are transcribed
from sense and antisense promoters to produce doublestranded RNAs, which are processed into siRNAs that block
somatic transposition [52]; somatic transcription of other TEs
is inhibited by methylation of conserved CpG dinucleotides [53, 54]; and Tc1 transposons of Caenorhabditis are
excised from somatic nuclei [55]. Diverse organisms eliminate
large quantities of repetitive DNA from somatic nuclei [56–58]. SSs and TEs should both benefit from somatic
elimination of TEs [10]. Indeed, transposases of active and
domesticated TEs participate in the elimination of germline
TEs from somatic macronuclei of ciliates [59, 60].
A well-adapted TE should possess internal regulatory
elements that either activate transposition in the germ track
or inhibit transposition in the soma (or both). Many
mammalian TEs possess binding sites for factors – such
as Nanog and Oct4 – that activate transcription in early
embryos [61–65]. Many TEs also possess binding sites for
p53 [66–71], a factor that is active in differentiated somatic
cells and formerly proliferating cells that have exited the
cell cycle [72, 73]. Consistent with expectations, binding of
p53 usually inhibits TE activity [74–76]. Multiple families of
1162
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TEs probably evolved negative regulation by p53 because
binding by p53 was a reliable cue of somatic exit from the
germ-stem.
Although most TEs are inactive in somatic cells, there are
exceptions. Somatic transposition, in these cases, may serve
organismal functions [77–79]. In particular, active transposition in neural tissues [80–82] has been proposed to generate
adaptive neural diversity [78, 83], although other studies
suggest that the frequency of neural transposition has been
grossly overestimated [84, 85]. Alternative explanations of
somatic transposition should also be considered. First, all
adaptations are subject to sporadic malfunction due to
mutation. Second, occasional transposition in somatic cells
might be a maladaptive side-effect of adaptations to evade
repression in the germ track. Under this scenario, somatic
transposition would be most frequent in tissues where it does
the least damage rather than in tissues where it confers the
greatest benefit. Third, somatic transposition of TEs that are
not exclusively vertically transmitted could be maintained by
natural selection if TEs that are transcribed in somatic cells
infect more new hosts than TEs that are expressed solely in the
germ track. If somatic copies of TEs are able to infect germline
cells or other bodies via viral particles or exosomes, then
somatic cells form part of a TE’s germ track [86]. Mariner
elements, for example, are expressed in somatic cells and
undergo frequent horizontal transmission between species
(and presumably within species) [87].

Postzygotic provisioning of mammalian
embryos is a cause of intragenomic
conflict
Mammalian embryogenesis differs in fundamental respects
from that of other animals considered in this essay. First, ZGA
occurs during the first few cell cycles, long before differentiation of PGCs [15, 88]. As an accompaniment of precocious ZGA,
retroelements are prolifically transcribed in early embryos [89–94] and different families are active at different
stages of development [95, 96]. Second, preimplantation
embryos undergo genome-wide DNA demethylation [97]
followed by remethylation of nuclei in the germ track,
necessitating a second wave of demethylation in PGCs [98].
Neither Xenopus nor zebrafish embryos undergo extensive
demethylation during early cleavage [99, 100]. Third,
extraembryonic cell lineages diverge very early from the
germ track: trophectoderm in 32-cell embryos or earlier and
primitive endoderm in 64-cell embryos [101, 102].
The unusual features of mammalian development are
undoubtedly related to the replacement of yolk-based
oviparity by placental viviparity [17, 19]. Development within
the safety of the uterus eliminates the selective premium on
speed and the need to package massive nutrient reserves into
a single cell. But postzygotic maternal provisioning also
fundamentally changes the nature of the relationship between
mother and embryo by creating intergenerational conflict over
the level of maternal care [103, 104]. Embryos of oviparous
mothers can do nothing to increase maternal investment,
because eggs are fully provisioned before fertilisation.
Bioessays 38: 1158–1166, ß 2016 WILEY Periodicals, Inc.
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gamete. TEs might also benefit from simply prolonging
pluripotency [121].
Precocious ZGA in mammals created an opportunity for
TE proliferation in the germ-stem that is absent in taxa with
delayed ZGA. This security flaw was exacerbated by the
breakdown of cooperation between maternal and embryonic
genomes, and between egg-derived and sperm-derived
genomes of embryos, occasioned by placental development.
New security measures evolved to silence TEs [122, 123], but
a fully coordinated defense was precluded by disunity
amongst the germ track’s defenders. Postzygotic maternal
provisioning of embryos created dissent amongst somatic
SSs. Conflicts between genes of maternal and paternal origin
over cellular proliferation of trophoblast and other tissues
may have contributed to unique mammalian vulnerabilities
to cancer [124].

Transposable elements rewire some, but
not all, regulatory networks
Transposition disperses regulatory elements to sites
throughout the genome, but these will not be a random
sample of enhancers and binding sites. Successful mobile
lineages transpose in the germ track but not in the soma. TEs
are therefore expected to be a rich source of regulatory
elements for activating transcription in the germ track [125,
126]. For example, a substantial proportion of all binding
sites for Oct4 and Nanog in the mouse and human genomes
are derived from TEs although only 5% of these sites are
conserved [65].
Each insertion of a regulatory sequence is subject to
genetic drift and draft, and to natural selection for its effects
on organismal fitness. By these processes, TE-derived
sequences can be incorporated into gene regulatory networks
of the germ track [62, 126]. These networks are expected to
diverge rapidly between species. No data exist on how often a
new node in a network is beneficial for organismal fitness and
how often it is merely tolerated as nearly neutral. Are mice and
humans better beasts because their germ tracks have been
‘rewired’?
Extensive regulatory rewiring by retroelements has
been reported in the placenta [127, 128] and endometrium
[129, 130], but not in the neocortex [131]. For what adaptive
reason would retroelements possess regulatory elements
that drive transcription in some somatic tissues but not
others? The placenta was an evolutionarily novel interface
for viral transmission [132], with embryonic trophoblast on
one side and maternal endometrium on the other. Retroviruses may have evolved expression in these tissues as
way-stations for transmission of exogenous retroviruses
from mothers to offspring or endogenous retroviruses from
offspring to mothers [11, 133]. In this interpretation,
regulatory networks of trophoblast and endometrium have
been rewired because these tissues were sites of infectious
transmission [134]. Future studies should address whether
rewiring of regulatory networks by retroviruses, and by
TEs more generally, shows predictable variation amongst
tissues and whether these patterns provide clues about
routes of retroviral transmission.
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Therefore, embryos do not contest maternal control of
development because of the advantages of rapid cleavage
and suppression of transposition. Mammalian mothers, by
contrast, provision their embryos after, rather than before,
fertilization. Equal transmission of the two alleles at a parental
locus is ensured by the fairness of meiosis, but parental alleles
compete for maternal resources after they segregate amongst
offspring (Fig. 2B). Mammalian embryos do not simply accept
what is given, but take for themselves [105, 106]. From this
perspective, mammalian embryos wrested control of transcription from their mothers to develop feeding structures and
circumvent maternal restraints.
Postzygotic provisioning not only created conflict between
genes of mothers and embryos but also disrupted the
alignment of interests within embryonic genomes. Paternally
expressed imprinted genes (PEGs) of embryos favour
greater extraction of resources from mothers than maternally
expressed imprinted genes (MEGs), a context in which
biparentally expressed genes (BEGs) favour intermediate
extraction. Thus, early mammalian development has been
shaped by adaptations of multiple genetic factions with
distinct desiderata of fitness. At least four SS factions can be
identified: MEGs, PEGs and BEGs of embryos, plus genes of
mothers, the latter represented by maternal factors inherited
with the egg cytoplasm [107–109]. Epigenetic reprogramming
in preimplantation embryos may reflect an evolutionary
history of struggles for control amongst the different genetic
factions with a stake in early cell fates [110–112]. Imprinted
genes resist the first wave of demethylation in preimplantation
embryos because imprints need to be passed to somatic cells,
but not the second wave in PGCs, because imprints need to be
reset for the next generation [113].
Allocation of blastomeres to precursors of the future
placenta is a focus of intragenomic conflict under the
presupposition that larger placentas – other things being
equal – are associated with greater resource transfer. PEGs are
predicted to favour greater contribution to trophectoderm and
primitive endoderm, and MEGs greater contribution to inner
cell mass and epiblast, BEGs favouring a compromise.
The segregation of trophectoderm, primitive endoderm and
epiblast in mammalian blastocysts is characterised by cellular
heterogeneity within embryos and stochastic variation
amongst embryos [114, 115]. Strict choreography of development may have been lost because lineage specification in
blastocysts resembles more the messy resolution of a
‘political’ dispute, in which different factions advocate
different fates, than an elegant solution to an engineering
problem.
Some mammalian TEs promote pluripotency of cells in
which they are active [95, 116–119]. SSs may incorporate TEs
into core regulatory networks because TE activity is an everpresent backdrop of pluripotent cells, but promotion of
pluripotency may also be an adaptation of TEs. A TE that
has transposed in an early blastomere could increase its
representation amongst gametes by causing the blastomere
to adopt a germinal, rather than somatic, fate. From a TE’s
perspective, jostling amongst blastomeres for internal
positions [120] makes adaptive sense only if the cell that
joins the inner cell mass rather than trophectoderm,
thereby increasing the TE’s average number of copies per
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Conclusion
Bodies are the constructed niches of communities of
genes [135]. SSs form the cohesive core of these communities
because they possess no private good apart from the
communal good. Relations between SSs and TEs in the germ
track are fraught by a tension between transposition (a
‘private’ good of individual TEs) and bodily fitness (a ‘public’
good of all sequences). Transposition in somatic cells, by
contrast, serves no-gene’s interests, and will usually be
suppressed by cooperation between TEs and SSs. As a
consequence, regulatory mechanisms in the germ track are
dominated by security ‘concerns’ of how to prevent unlicensed transcription and translation, but less restrictive
modes of control can evolve in somatic cells. Antagonistic
coevolution of defenses of SSs and evasive responses of
TEs may have contributed to evolutionary instability of
regulatory networks in the germ track and to the lack of
evolutionary conservation of mechanisms of germline
specification.
The ancient and protracted struggle between sedentary
and mobile residents of the genome for relative advantage in
transmission to gametes is central to an understanding of
germ–soma differentiation. Because SSs and TEs cooperate in
somatic cells, the performance of most bodily functions by a
sequestered soma mitigates costs of intragenomic conflicts
and facilitates gains from cooperation. Moreover, the migration of PGCs to the somatic gonad greatly diminishes the risk
of nepotistic collusion between cells that share recent TE
insertions because it eliminates genetic correlations between
germ cells and their somatic supporting cells. This pax
somatica exists only in cells without germline descendants,
and it is most effective when somatic cells diverge early from
the germ track. The evolution of postzygotic provisioning of
embryos in mammals disrupted the symmetry of selective
forces acting on SSs of maternal and paternal origin and
thereby destabilised cooperation amongst SSs for the collective good.
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